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Advertising - Continue reading below the ad - Continue reading below the ad - Continue reading below list #1. Take an hour today and plan the next 3 months of your life. Identify the weaknesses you want to improve and the strengths you want to emphasize. Set great goals with deadlines. And make a list of action steps that start you on the way immediately. - I'm going to do the
same exercise while I'm on a plane today. List #2 for your business: Make a list of the top 5 factors that can/do have the greatest impact on your business. So make a plan to spend a few hours - at least - on each of them this week. For example, contacting affiliates, contacting old customers, making videos on YouTube. Etc. Focus on the BIG levers that can boost your business.
Now let me talk about The Work of My Life (this includes you): I spent the weekend in Las Vegas talking at another personal trainer seminar and sharing a bit about my Transformation Mission to help more than 1,000,000 men and women change their bodies and their lives. It's literally my life's work. In fact, I recorded a free presentation for you about Mission 1 Million here: =&gt;
And if you're a personal trainer, I'd love to have you join me on my World Mission... just check out this site and request more information about membership of the TT First Fifty Club. Helping 1,000,000 people is a huge mission, but I was really inspired by something that happened to me over the weekend that makes me really believe it's possible. Here is a really cool story about a
powerful example of how you can help others around the world. Take this... At a previous seminar in March, a young conference coach approached and said, Hey, do you recognize me? Because I knew this person was a coach, I thought of all the past coaches' conferences when we might have met, but to my embarrassment I didn't recognize her... though in the back of my mind
I knew she looked very familiar. Turns out it was Emily Johnson, the winner of the first TT Transformation Contest in 2008. After winning the contest, she decided to become a personal trainer in Oregon and recently started her own bootcamps. Isn't that nice? I would never have believed that 3 years ago, when I launched my first Transformation Contest (with absolutely no idea if
anyone would enter), an amazing young woman like Emily would start down a life-changing path. It was so nice to meet her and I am extremely proud that she has continued her transformation to help others transform their lives as well. That's the power to help people transform their lives. That's the influence you can have. All it takes for you to be that kind of positive influence in
the world is a powerful and a way to reach people who need support. Isn't it amazing what you can do these days? Think about what you are. From... Let it sink. Powerful things. So that's why I'd love for you to become a certified turbulence coach and join me in my mission to help 1,000,000 people transform their bodies and their lives. We can do that. But I'm going to need your
help to reach these people personally and on some new sites I'm creating. If you're interested in getting the Turbulence Training Certification – at the Founder's Level – just go there and watch the free presentation here: =&gt; I look forward to hearing from you and hope to see you at our Certified Turbulence Trainer seminar later this fall. Take action and change the world, Craig
Ballantyne PS - I'm accepting 30 more coaches... ... starting on Wednesday. As part of the First Fifty TT Trainers, you'll have special recognition and priority access at all Turbulence Training events, and you'll forever be on my radar when I'm thinking of helping you become a better coach and attract more customers. It's the least I can do for coaches who are great takers and who
were the first coaches to support my life's mission to help 1,000,000 people transform their bodies and their lives. To become eligible for TT Certification, watch the free presentation and get more information here: =&gt; Thank you very much. Take an hour today and plan the next 3 months of your life. Identify the weaknesses you want to improve and the strengths you want to
emphasize. Set great goals with deadlines. And make a list of action steps that start you on the way immediately. - I'm going to do the same exercise while I'm on a plane today. And for your business: Make a list of the top 5 factors that can/do have the greatest impact on your business. So make a plan to spend a few hours - at least - on each of them this week. For example,
contacting affiliates, contacting old customers, making videos on YouTube. Etc. Focus on the BIG levers that can boost your business. Now let me talk about The Work of My Life (this includes you): I spent the weekend in Las Vegas talking at another personal trainer seminar and sharing a bit about my Transformation Mission to help more than 1,000,000 men and women change
their bodies and their lives. It's literally my life's work. In fact, I recorded a free presentation for you about Mission 1 Million here: =&gt; And if you're a personal trainer, I'd love to have you join me on my World Mission... just check out this site and request more information about membership of the TT First Fifty Club. Helping 1,000,000 people is a huge mission, but I was really
inspired by something that with me over the weekend that makes me really believe it's possible. Here is a really cool story about a powerful example of how you can help others around the world. Take this... At a previous seminar in March, a young conference walked and said: Hey, do you recognize me? Because I knew this person was a coach, I thought of all the past coaches'
conferences when we might have met, but to my embarrassment I didn't recognize her... though in the back of my mind I knew she looked very familiar. Turns out it was Emily Johnson, the winner of the first TT Transformation Contest in 2008. After winning the contest, she decided to become a personal trainer in Oregon and recently started her own bootcamps. Isn't that nice? I
would never have believed that 3 years ago, when I launched my first Transformation Contest (with absolutely no idea if anyone would enter), an amazing young woman like Emily would start down a life-changing path. It was so nice to meet her and I am extremely proud that she has continued her transformation to help others transform their lives as well. That's the power to help
people transform their lives. That's the influence you can have. All it takes for you to be that kind of positive influence in the world is a powerful idea and a way to reach people who need support. Isn't it amazing what you can do these days? Think about what you're capable of... Let it sink. Powerful things. So that's why I'd love for you to become a certified turbulence coach and join
me in my mission to help 1,000,000 people transform their bodies and their lives. We can do that. But I'm going to need your help to reach these people personally and on some new sites I'm creating. If you're interested in getting the Turbulence Training Certification – at the Founder's Level – just go there and watch the free presentation here: =&gt; I look forward to hearing from
you and hope to see you at our Certified Turbulence Trainer seminar later this fall. Take action and change the world, Craig Ballantyne PS - I'm accepting 30 more coaches... ... starting on Wednesday. As part of the First Fifty TT Trainers, you'll have special recognition and priority access at all Turbulence Training events, and you'll forever be on my radar when I'm thinking of
helping you become a better coach and attract more customers. It's the least I can do for coaches who are great takers and who were the first coaches to support my life's mission to help 1,000,000 people transform their bodies and their lives. To become eligible for TT Certification, watch the free presentation and get more information here: =&gt; Thank you very much. This
content is created and maintained by third parties and imported into this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar in piano.io 15 dividend paying shares to sell or avoid Dividend shares often act as a security reserve, but those 15 choices seem risky moves regardless of whether 13 Best Buy Stocks pay
programs If Joe Biden wins the PresidencyIf Joe Biden emerges victorious from the November 3 election, those 13 choices may be some of the best stocks to own under the new administration.13 Best Stocks to Buy If President Donald Trump wins reelection The 2020 election is likely to be a crucial point for several areas of the market. Here are 13 of the best stocks to own
should President Donald Trump... 10 States With the highest sales taxesBefore you embark on a shopping spree in any of the 10 worst states for sales taxes, make extra room in your budget. 5 States without state sales taxesAlaska, Delaware, Montana, New Hampshire and Oregon don't impose a state sales tax, but that doesn't necessarily make them the best states down ta...
The 7 Best SPDR ETFs to Buy and Holdthese Seven SPDR ETFs Can Help You Build a Solid, Low Cost Portfolio Core, Allowing You to Benefit From America's Growth and Innovation.15 Mighty Mid-Cap Stocks to Buy for 2021Do you want growth potential or financial stability? Why not both? The best mid-cap stocks for 2021 are a group of double threat picks.5 Best mining
stocks to buy NowGold mining stocks are down in 2020, but they're not the only way to profit by digging into the ground. Where do millionaires live in America looking to rub elbows with the rich? These 15 metropolitan areas have the highest concentrations of households with at least one million dollars in net asse... Election 2020: Joe Biden's tax plansWith the economy still in
trouble, fiscal policy gains more importance in the 2020 election. So let's take a look at what Joe Biden wants to do abou... Will Joe Biden raise his taxes? There is little doubt that if elected, Joe Biden will try to raise taxes for some people. Will you be one of them?13 states that social security benefits you may have dreamed of a tax-free retirement, but if you live in those 13 states,
your social security benefits are subject to a state tax. That's in... The best loyalty funds for 401(k) SaversFidelity retirement funds are famous for the stock-choice prowess of their managers. We evaluate the best actively managed Fidelity funds that are popular in 401(k) plans... The best vanguard funds for 401(k) SaversVanguard retirement funds represent one-third of the 100
most popular retirement products of 401(k). We rank vanguard's best actively managed funds, including their... 10 Large Mutual Funds to Invest for The Long CoursesMajor Mutual Funds to Invest for a Long Time Horizon do not all have the same goals, but they share a number of advantages. States with frightening death taxes federal are no longer a problem for everyone but the
extremely wealthy, but several states have their own property taxes and inheritance taxes... 7 Small-Cap Tech Stocks That pack a PunchSmall technology-cap technology can be a roller coaster to hold, but their oversized upside potential makes them worth exploring.11 Home resources Today's buyers want more about selling their home? Here are are Potential home resources
buyers are coveting now.26 Things that home buyers will hate about your homeAs a home seller, you don't want to let the small - or large - fixes around your home that have summed up over the years sabotaging your dur bottom line... Election 2020: President Trump's tax plansThe president has not yet provided details on second-term tax plans if he wins the election, but he has
given some tips over the past few years... Election 2020: States with tax issues on the ballot On November 3, voters in 17 states will evaluate a variety of proposed changes that impact taxes on everything from property to marijuana.5 Investment tips to get their Wealth Plan on TrackA number of pitfalls conspired to make this one of the toughest investment environments in years.
Take the reins with these investment tips.25 Dividend stocks analysts love blue-chip dividend stocks more with yields of at least 3% are among the wall street analyst community's favorite stock choices at the moment.9 Tips for better retirement time managementImportant time management techniques will help debut your life as you get busier -- yes , busiest - in its golden
years.11 Best Stocks to Buy for a COVID-19 POPA COVID-19 vaccine would dramatically alter the trajectory of several U.S. industries. These are among the best actions to take advantage of this pivot... but dealing with... Handle...
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